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It’s no wonder you’re feeling frustrated! 

Plus, how are you supposed to know which stage of the process your resume is getting stuck in or
how to clear the roadblock? 

The thing is, you shouldn’t have to. You shouldn’t have to understand all the inner workings of
applicant tracking systems and the hiring process just to get an interview. 

You deserve an interview-winning resume.

HELLO, I'M JESSICA
HERNANDEZ
the founder of Great Resumes Fast

It’s not easy writing a resume that makes it through all
three stages of the screening process. 

Your resume must pass through the applicant tracking
system to even land into the hands of the entry-level
HR representative who will then give your resume a 6-
second scan to make a fit/no fit decision. 

If you make it through the first two stages then you
need to stand out in the crowded inbox of the
decision-maker to get the interview. It’s a lot to
overcome to get an interview. 

facebook.com/greatresumesfastllc pinterest.com/gresumesfast@greatresumesfast

You need a resume that gets interviews for
perfect-fit positions.

That’s why our mission at Great Resumes Fast is to make sure you
get an interview - where you can really shine.

https://www.facebook.com/GreatResumesFastLLC
http://pinterest.com/gresumesfast
http://pinterest.com/gresumesfast
https://www.instagram.com/greatresumesfast/


Let me cover the first question I often hear

about cover letters before we go into tips for

writing one: do you need to write a cover

letter to apply for a job? 

Yes. Yes. Yes. Even if the job description doesn’t

specifically ask for one, you need to write a

cover letter to accompany your job

application.

How to write a cover letter is the next question

that almost always comes up during a job

search, no matter how many cover letters you

have written in the past. 

It seems that figuring out how to write a cover

letter is a tough task—perhaps even more

difficult than writing a resume for some

people.

So is there a cover letter secret that can

guarantee you will get an interview whenever

you are applying with a prospective

employer?

Do I need to write a cover letter to apply for a job?
INTRODUCTION
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I know of one magical key to include when you

write a cover letter that can increase your

chances of getting interviews by 50%.

What is it? 

Let's take a look at this cover letter guide that

you can use to write a great cover letter for

hiring managers. 

By following this guide to writing a cover letter,

you’ll attract the attention of the employer and

have an effective cover letter that will increase

your chance of getting an interview.
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It seems like asking the hiring manager for the interview would be common
sense, but how many job seekers actually ask for the interview when writing a
great cover letter? 

I’m not suggesting that you ask for the interview in the opening paragraph,
but including an interview ask is important for having a good cover letter that
also stands out. 

Including the ask isn’t considered rude, forward, or overly direct either! It’s
simply asking for what you want—which in this case happens to be an
interview. Why else would you be submitting a resume and cover letter?

Writing Your Cover Letter:
Asking for the Interview
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By simply asking for the
interview, you've already

doubled the chances that you'll
get a call for one.

JESSICA HERNANDEZ



There are several ways that you can appropriately

include the ask, and in this guide, I’ll include some

specific cover letter examples that you can revise

to include when writing cover letters yourself. The

important key to remember is to ask for the

interview—and the best place to do so is in the

closing paragraph at the bottom of your cover

letter. This way, the reader will see it and notice it

even if they are just skimming the letter.

Closing your cover letter

Close your cover letter by sharing your interest and

excitement about the position; use the position title

exactly as listed in the job description, and then

ask to meet the employer, hiring manager, or

person in charge of hiring—in person. Go a step

further by providing a phone number where they

can reach you directly, and even your email

address. You may have included this at the top of

your resume already, but it doesn’t hurt to make

your contact information as easily accessible as

possible to a prospective employer.

that you can revise to include when writing cover letters
yourself.

COVER LETTER EXAMPLES
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Asking for the interview

By simply ASKING for the interview, you’ve

already doubled the chances that you’ll get a

call for one. You’re not only showing your direct

interest in the position, you’re also showing that

you have the communication skills to directly

address the issue. If you follow up with the

employer within a week to two weeks after

submitting your resume and cover letter, you’ll

increase your likelihood of an interview with the

hiring manager by another substantial

percentage.
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HERE ARE A FEW EXAMPLES OF THE VARIOUS WAYS YOU CAN ASK FOR

THE JOB INTERVIEW:
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I’m excited about the Marketing

Director position with ABC Inc. and

would appreciate the opportunity to

speak with you in person regarding my

experience, skills, accomplishments,

and the specific value I can add to

your team. Please call me at

555.555.5555 to schedule a personal

interview at your convenience.

 Example 1

The Marketing Director position is a

perfect fit for my background. I would

love the opportunity to meet in person

to discuss how my experience and

qualifications can add value to ABC’s

team. Please call me at 555.555.5555

to schedule an interview at your

earliest convenience.

 Example 2

I’m very interested in the Marketing

Director role with ABC, Inc. I believe my

10+ years of marketing experience with

XYZ makes me the perfect candidate

for this position. I would appreciate the

opportunity to meet in person to

discuss how I can make a positive

impact on your bottom line. Please call

me at 555.555.5555 or email me at

MarketingDirectorStar@email.com to

schedule an interview. I will follow up in

one week to confirm your receipt of my

cover letter and resume and to discuss

a time and date for the interview.

 Example 3

My ability to rapidly deliver bottom-line

results of 25%+ only adds to the value I

can offer ABC, Inc. I would like to

discuss these specific results and the

many others I can offer you in a

personal interview. I will follow up with

a call on Tuesday to discuss a time

and date we can meet to further

explain the value I can bring to ABC,

Inc.

 Example 4
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Double your chances for the job interview by ASKING for it
and then be sure to follow up with the employer if you’ve

stated you will do so in your cover letter. It couldn’t hurt to
follow up anyway one or two weeks after submitting it to

ensure receipt of your resume and cover letter.
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KNOW THIS:

Employers have read every cover letter
template from the internet a hundred

times. Customize your cover letter. 



There are different types of cover letters —

there are networking letters, academic cover

letters, application cover letters, value

proposition letters, recruiter cover letters, and

a type of teaching statement or statement of

interest in a potential employer.

Cover letters need to be free of grammar errors

and spelling errors. I would also advise you to

avoid using Times New Roman font. It’s very

overused. You can choose a different type of

font when writing your cover letter.

Cover letters are great places to address

transferable skills if you’re wanting to make a

career transition. You can discuss the position

description and how your relevant skills and

work experience are a great fit for the opening

and position requirements.

When writing about your skills and experience,

use action verbs for an effective cover letter.

Action verbs always work better for getting

attention than dull clichés and lists of

common job responsibilities or duties.
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Here are a few additional relevant tips for preparing your
cover letter and resume:

COVER LETTER WRITING TIPS
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Avoid using a cover letter template. (Ditto for

a resume template.) If you go online to look

for how to write a cover letter and you copy

and paste the content from an online cover

letter template, the human resources person

scanning your cover letter will know it’s a

template. Employers see them all the time and

they all start the same: “To Whom It May

Concern… I’m applying to your opening for a

career counselor.” Or, “Dear Hiring Manager: I

saw on Monster.com you’re hiring a career

counselor with 10 years’ experience… Please

accept this application…” Use a sample cover

letter to guide your writing, but don’t just “Mad

Lib” a cover letter by filling in the blanks with

your information.

Instead of starting your cover letter with “To

Whom It May Concern,” an effective cover letter

will start with the hiring manager or prospective

employer’s name. Do your research on social

media, LinkedIn, or the company website.

Research is a very important part of having an

effective cover letter.

A great candidate with solid skills can write a

strong cover letter by starting off with an

intriguing rhetorical question. An example

might be: “Do you need a digital marketer who

can double or triple your website conversion

rate?”

https://www.greatresumesfast.com/
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I CAN GUARANTEE YOU THAT AN
OPENING PARAGRAPH WITH A QUESTION

LIKE THAT WILL DEFINITELY PIQUE
INTEREST WITH AN EMPLOYER—

ESPECIALLY WHEN YOU END YOUR
COVER LETTER WITH AN APPROPRIATELY

STRONG ASK FOR AN INTERVIEW.



JOIN THE WAITLIST

Done-for-you cover letter templates

Professionally-written cover letter samples

Learn my 3-step formula for writing a cover
letter that gets read.

G R E A T R E S U M E S F A S T . C O M

Coming soon

COVER LETTERS MADE SIMPLE
Perfect course for Job Seekers

Sign up for the waitlist below to receive your FREE download:

HOW NOT TO START YOUR COVER LETTER—REVEALED!

https://view.flodesk.com/pages/628786d7cb3b36e4c1694dbb
https://view.flodesk.com/pages/628786d7cb3b36e4c1694dbb
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